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93% of all data breaches are caused by phishing or other forms of 
social engineering which target your employees*

A modern security culture should enable users to work in the way they want. But, with the 
introduction of remote working strategies comes increased access to company data on 
personal devices - it’s now harder than ever to ensure staff are equipped to deal with 
potential threats.

When it comes to defending businesses from cyber-attacks, 36% of SMBs said employee 
training is the second most effective method*, following closely behind backup and recovery 
solutions. Engaging staff with interactive and fun educational sessions can maximise 
the efforts of technology and processes already in place whilst encouraging staff to take 
responsibility for their own cyber actions. 

*Source: Edgescan 2018 Vulnerability Statistics Report, Datto’s 2018 Ransomware Report

Retain customers’ trust

Cyber-attacks can seriously damage a company’s credibility, resulting in a loss of customers 
and risking partnerships. Incorporating training into your employee’s role demonstrates your 
commitment to protecting stakeholders and meeting your regulatory requirements. 

Empower your workforce

Staff training gives employees the knowledge and confidence to handle their cyber security 
responsibilities. They will be encouraged to work together and take corrective action to prevent 
cyber-attacks.

Minimise risk 

Your cyber security defences are only as strong as your weakest link with the most common 
vulnerability being human error. Educating staff to spot phishing attacks in their tracks reduces 
the level of risk and decreases the chance of infection.

Meet regulatory requirements

To help combat increasing threats and safeguard sensitive business data, businesses in a 
number of industries are now required to train staff on cyber security and data protection to 
meet industry compliance standards.

The business benefits:

Online cyber-security training
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Provide staff with the tools they need to to spot cyber threats and take corrective 
action today. 

Request your free demo

0345 034 6622 hello@nte.works

The service includes:

Phishing simulations 
Use library templates of realistic phishing emails or create your custom templates. Track user 
activity to assess the level of phishing risk in your business. In addition, an alert button allows 
employees to flag suspicious emails. 

Security awareness testing
Raise employee cyber security awareness and equip your team with the tools to identify 
threats and prevent attacks. 

Real-time intervention awareness
Create security awareness content on the platform such as snippets of security policies, tips 
and warnings. The content can then be sent to an employee in response to an alarm having 
detected their risky behaviour. 

Cyber knowledge assessments
Assess the level of risk using our cyber knowledge risk assessment quizzes. Assessment results 
help your business to demonstrate compliance to legal and regulatory requirements.

Risk & compliance reporting
Quickly produce reports that measure and track security compliance in order to achieve 
a “meet requirements” result in an internal audit or external review such as ISO 27001, NIST, 
Cyber Essentials, GDPR, UK Data Protecton and Irish Data Protection. 

Empower your staff to become
cyber-savvy.
NTE Aware is an online training platform for employees, taking staff through a typical cyber-
attack journey supported by expert advice. Configure the platform in under 2-3  hours, kick 
off training campaigns, knowledge assessment quizzes and simulated attacks in minutes. 


